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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In a very broad sense, "investment" is the sacrifice of certain present value for (possibly uncertain)
future value, Sharpe (1978:2). Since today's price is known, investment entails a certain sacrifice
with the hope of attaining an uncertain future benefit, Hagin (1989:322). Investment has been
described in many other ways: "the acquisition of an asset or service that will enhance income or
utility in the future, Simpson, (1976:31) and the "act of producing goods that are not for immediate
consumption, the goods themselves are called investment goods", Lipsey (1963 :462). Finally, it is
also defined as a "kind of international spending to buy newlyproduced capital goods and additions
to inventory", Hutch inson (1971 :244).
One main feature of these definitions is that they point to expenditure on real goods and services
(i.e., real investments) except the first definition by Sharpe which embraces both real and financial
investments. Real investment would be more relevant for our present study. This is because
manufacturing entails essentially investments in real assets.
The United Nations has characterized manufacturing as the "mechanical or chemical transformation
of inorganic or organic substance into new products whether the work is done in a factory or the
worker's home, and whether the products arc sold at wholesale or retail", Arikawe (1984:9).

INTRODUCTION
If the lessons of the history of industrialization in Western countries and the success of the Asian
Tigers, or the emerging economies are anything to go by, governments must play major roles in
encouraging manufacturing firms. This is because the manufacturing sector holds the key to
economic CUIll technological advancement. In other words, no country is developed without a
highly developed manufacturing sector. The third world nations are under developed because they
have under developed agricultural and manufacturing sectors.
In view of the foregoing, it is the responsibility of the government to put in place appropriate
incentive schemes to motivate and stimulate the private sector, particularly the industrial sector.
The major objective of this article is therefore to highlight the relevant policies which aimed to
assist industrial development and competitiveness in Nigeria and beyond.

This article x - rayed the various policies in Nigeria, aimed at improving industrial development and global
competitiveness of the nation's manufacturing firms. 0111' research efforts found that despite a myriad of
such policies and incentives, the manufacturing sector had always contributed poorly to the nation '.I' GDP.
We went ahead 10 identify the factors responsible for this poor outing and made far reaching
recommendations. It is hoped that if these recommendations are implemented religiously, the manufacturing
sector will be in a position to play its critical role towards the nation's technological and economic
advancement.
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Banjoko (1989:7) agrees with lmaga as to what the manufacturing sub-polices should be.
There is no doubt that effective and consistent government policies in the area of manufacturing
will lead to industrial development and industrialization. Tadaro (1982) sees industrial development
as a process of building a society's capacity to process raw materials for the purpose of
manufacturing commodities for consumption and for further production. Onyernelukwe (1984: I 09)
agrees to Nigeria's long term potential in industrial development, particularly, within the three main
economic factors of production, namely, land, labour and capital.
By 1957, Nigeria had commenced step in conjunction with the then British government aimed at
empowering the private sector to be the thrust or economic activities and through Jaws such as the
Industrial Development (Import Duty Relief) Act of 1957 and the Industrial Development (Income
Tax Relief) Act of 1958.
Under the latter, there was pioneer industrial status guaranteeing tax holiday of period range of
between three to five years depending on amount of investment. By 1967, many industries had
qualified for and acquired the status cutting across many industrial sectors.
The government policies on entrepreneurship development generally and on manufacturing in
particular an: further intensified between 1980 - 2000. The government had introduced in 1989 a
new Industrial Policy Document which will cart a new course for the industrial sector in the 1990s.
The document brought together various measures adopted under SAP which have an impact on
industrial development. It noted that a major problem of the industrial sector was inadequate supply
of imported inputs and spare parts, resulting in gross under-utilization of installed capacity. Other
problems plaguing the sector, according the document include: geographical concentration, high
production costs, low value -added, high import content, and low level of foreign investment.
The policy focus will therefore be to:-
* Encourage the accelerated development and lise of local raw materials and intermediate inputs

rather than the dependence on imports;
* Develop and utilize local technology;
* Promote export oriented industries;
* Generate employment through the encouragement of private -sector small and medium scale

industries;

Manufacturing is also defined as "a process of learning to combine resources and apply technology
(0 produce goods that satisfy people's need", Steel and Webster (1989:64).
In this study, we have opted to usc the term "manufacturing" because it is more specific. We
observe however that in everyday usage the word "industry and manufacturing" arc often used
interchangeably. We shall use them as such even though we recognize that industry is wider in
scope than manufacturing. The United Nations definition of manufacturing will be adopted in this
research.
Manufacturing processes which could be extractive, analytical, synthetic 01' fabricative should be
part and parcel of the overall corporate policy of the organization. Failure to incorporate
manufacturing policies into corporate policy could lead to a number of conflicts or create avoidable
problems for an organization. And within the manufacturing policies, Imaga (2003:35) is of the
view that the manufacturer or production manager should a Iso have:

Policy Oil the reduction or (raining costs:
Policy Oil quality improvement;
Policy 011 quicker delivery of special orders;
Policy on higher plant utilization; and
Policy on industrial f1exibility, to mention but a few.
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CLASSIFICATIONS OF SMEs/SMIs,
Small and medium enterprises or industries have defied internationally acceptable definitions or
classification. Every country therefore classifies small and medium enterprises using criteria
relative to the individual country. A good number of countries adopt the volume of capital deployed
or the number of employees or both in the classification of SMls. The scale of operation is
sometimes added, Onoh (2005:3). Since Nigeria got her independence in 1960, several attempts
have been made to define and classify SMls. Based on different capital outlay, difference in policy
focus, scope of operation, perceptions of policy formulators, etc, different government agencies,
NOOs, Universities, donor organizations, etc have applied various definitions and classifications.
Many authors and experts in Management and Entrepreneurship have attempted to give their own
definitions and classifications of what SMEs are: in books, articles and other research works.
The following bodies - Centre for Management Development (CMD), the Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN), Federal Ministry of Industry (FMI), Nigerian Bank for Commerce and Industry (NBCI),
Nigerian Economic Reconstruction Fund (NERFUND), Family Economic Advancement
Programme (FEAP), Nigerian Industrial Development Bank (NIOB), now Bank for Industry,
Centre lor Research and Industrial Development (CRID) of the Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile
Ifc, International Finance Corporation (IFq, Nigerian Association of Small and Medium
Enterprises (NASME), Nigeria Export - Import Bank (NEXIM), Small and Medium Enterprises
Development Agency of Nigeria (SMFDAN), Small =Sca lc Industrial Credit Scheme (SSIC),
World Bank's, SME Loan ProjectiSME Appcx Unit Fund Scheme, the National Councilor
Industry (Nel), African Entrepreneurship and Leadership Initiative (AEU), Small and Medium
Industries Equity Investment Scheme (SMIESI); etc have used different definition/classifications at
various periods. The Classification of the National Council of Industry (NCl), has the same format
with that of the European Union (UN).

Specifically, the Nigerian Economic Policy (1999 -2003: 29 -30) indicates moving the country
away from that of primary commodities to the export of processed and manufactured products.

The role of the public sector has also been streamlined as follows:-
..I Encouraging increased private sector participation in the sector by privatizing government

holdings in existing industrial enterprises;
..I Playing a catalytic role in establishing new core industries;
..I Providing and improving infrastructural facilities;
..I Improving the regulatory environment;
../ Improving the investment climate prevailing in the country;
../ Establishing a set of industrial priorities;
../ Harmonizing industrial policies at Federal, State and Local government levels.

(Industrialization in Nigeria Handbook, 1992: 3'5 -35) II

To "ell iL~VI:these object iVl!S, govcrumcnt would continue to put in place»
* A realistic an flexible exchange rate policy that will reflect the scarce nature of foreign

exchange and therefore ensure its efficient allocation;
* Tari If structures that wi II ensure effective protection of industries; and
* Incentives that would improve the investment cl imate,

* Remove bottlenecks and constraints that hamper industrial development, and
* Liberalize controls to facilitate greater indigenous and foreign investment.
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Source: International Financial Corporation (IFC) Publications (200I)

a e ~u erprrses assi lea 1011 y ,
.9.1];!!!!!!:.:.!_!i£!~ ____~__ .._____ Small Enterprises Medium Enterprises __
International Finance Corporation $2_5 111iIIion -
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) Nt Million <WI 50 million
National Association of Small Scale <N140 million -
Industries (NASSI)
Federal Ministry of Industry <WISO million <N200million
National Economic Reconstruction Fund <WIO Million -
(NERFUND)

Source: Extractedfrom CBN: Annual Report and Statement of Accounts (various issues) and other
CBN's Publications. II

The Small and Medium Industries Equity Investment Scheme (SMIEIS) defines Small and Medium
Enterprise - SME as any enterprise with a maximum asset of N200 million excluding land and
working capital and the number of staff not less than 10 or more than 300,
T bl 2 E t CI 'fi ti b IFC

a e : ~n erprises assi lea Ion )y
SIN Type of Classification Total Cost (excluding cost of land but Number of

including working capital employees
I. Micro/Cottage Industry Nl.5 Million 1-10
2. Small- Scale Industry N50 Million II -100
3. Medium - Scale Industry Over N50 million but not more than N200

111 iIIion 101 - 300..~--...-.-.-----.- ,
4. Large - Scale Industry Over N200 Million Over 300----'----'-

CI ifi f b NCIT bilE t

For the purpose of this article, we shall adopt the definitions/classifications by the following bodies:
a) The European Union (EU)
b) The National Council ofIndustry (NCI);
c) The Small and Medium Industries Equity Investment Scheme (SMIEIS).
d) International Finance Corporation (IFC) documents
e) African Entrepreneurship and Leadership Initiative (AELI).

In 1992, the European Economic Community (EEC) now the European Union made a bold attempt
to define small and medium enterprises, probably for the purpose of the European Union. It was the
first definition to find application beyond national frontiers. The definitions or classifications were
to be applied by member countries of the European Union, for the purpose of industrial policies.
The 1992 Ell classification of SMEs were as follows, Onoh (2005);
• Micro enterprises - firms with 0 - 9 employees
• Small enterprises - firms 10 - 99 employees
• Medium enterprises - firms with 100 - 499 employees
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Yet other measures which MAN (2007: 23 - 27) sees as industrial incentives include:
• Bonafide Manufacturing Scheme (BMS)
• Manufacturers - In - Bond Scheme (MIBS) approved and enjoyed by some members.
• Export Expansion Grant (EEG) now being enjoyed by export oriented members.

4. The establishment of the Nigerian Export Promotion Council (NPC), the Nigerian Investment
Promotion Commission (NIPC); Export Free Zones; Centre for Management Development
(CMD), Small and Medium Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN), Small
and Medium Industries Equity Investment Scheme (SMIEIS), Central Securities Clearing
System (CSCS).

5. Tax and Port reforms; consolidation of the banking and insurance sectors; and the recently
launched W50 billion Microfinaucc Scheme. i!

2. The establishment of the defunct National Economic Reconstruction Fund (NERFUND); Bank
for Industry; Nigerian Agricultural and Rural Development Bank; Nigerian Export Import Bank
'(NEXIM), Small - Scale Industries Corporation (SSIC); Industrial Development Centres
(lDCs); etc.

3. The restructuring of some regulatory agencies such as the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN); the
Nigerian Deposit Insurance Company (NDIC); Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC);
Standard Organization of Nigeria (SON); National Agency for Food Drug Administration and
Control (NAFDAC); Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC).

Other policies include:
I. The SME Apex Unit loan scheme that disbursed about Four Hundred and Six Million dollars to

SMEs mostly manufacturing firms.

To ensure the smooth operation of the policy as well as to achieve stated objectives, UBAMonthly
Business and Economic Digest, (1989: I) report that some incentives, which are designed to
promote investments, employment, product mix and other aspects of industry are packaged in the
policy. These incentives include:
../ Fiscal measures on taxation and interest rates;
../ Effective protection with import tariff;
../ Export promotion of Nigeria products;
../ Foreign currency facility for international trade; and
../ Development banking.

The government has equally designed a number of strategies and policy measures to tackle the
above problems. Actually, the problem does not lie in designing solution; rather it lies in the ability
of those charged with the implementation of the solution to do so satisfactorily. This is the bane of
the Nigerian society. However, the Industrial Policy of Nigeria (1988:5 6) outlines the steps as
follows:
a) Encouraging increased private sector participation in the industrial sector, and privatizing and

commercializing holdings in certain existing industrial enterprises;
b) Playing a catalytic role in establishing new core industries;
c) Providing and improving infrastructural facilities;
d) Improving the regulatory environment;
c) Improving the investment climate prevailing in the country;
f) Establishing a clear set of industrial priorities; and
g) Harmonizing industrial policies at federal, state and local government levels.
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APPRAISAL OF THESE POLICIES
In a study by the author, the verdict from the manufacturing firms is that these policies have not
impacted positively on their operations and development. As a result, Nigeria remains largely a
trading nation, while manufacturing and value added activities are concentrated in the hands of
multinational corporations (MNCs). And the country remains under developed, (Onuoha 2005: 157
- 9).
The research findings confirm similar opinions and findings in this area by Onyernelukwe
(1983:109); Bello (7002:32); Ajagu (2002:53); Ogbeh (2003) and Ochigbo (2003:85). It has to be
observed that most of the incentives granted by government are usually more than offset by other
negative developments in other directions. This has led to very harsh econom ic environment Some
of these negative developments have been identified by MAN, this researcher, and other scholars
and are summarized thus:
1. Inconsistency in government policies and sometimes conflicting policies on tile same or

similar issue;
2. The petroleum pricing policies which have resulted to persistent energy cri sis. MAN insists

that its members currently generate between 80 - 90 percent of their energy requirements,
since PHCN is completely inefficient.

3. IL\l! the poverty reduction or alleviation programmes in the country have not been effective,
hence the problem of low purchasing power of Nigerians have not been addrc ssed.

4. Manufacturing enterprises are incurring more and more costs from accidents due to poor
roads.

5. Inability of government to check the activities of touts in our sea ports and illegal revenue
collection on OLlr roads. Presently manufacturing firms are paying mult pie taxes which
should be harmonized. The private sector is currently faced with an avalanche of taxes such as
value added tax, import duty, excise duty, education tax, port levies, land use charge,
advertisement tax, environmental tax, corporate levies by the local government councils, and
other fees charged by regulatory agencies across the sectors at the states' and Federal levels,
mobile adverts, radio taxes for corporate vehicles, premises permits, sanitation levies and a
myriad of other taxes and levies, which add to the astronomical costs of doing business in
Nigeria. There is also the problem of inconsistent tariff policies.

•

l material/cquiprnent.
bonafide manufacturers.

Removal of VAT on pharmaceutical raw materials and
Establishment of fast Track Clearing Procedure at the Ports
Elimination of import license scheme.
The adoption of the Common External Tariff (CET), etc.

II

•
•
•

•
Prohibition on some products to protect some sectors, e.g. textile products, etc.
Sector - specific concessions/waivers for sectors such as pharmaceuticals. educational
materials, agro - allied industries, SMls, etc.
Reduction in banks' interest rate on lending
Tariff reduction on industrial machinery
Removal of VAT on industrial machinery
Reduction of import duty on some machinery, e.g. CKD for motor assembly plants.
Abolition/Reduction of Excise Duty on some products
Favourable interpretation and implementation of the withholding Tax Law in respect of
manufacturing inputs and some services

•
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;\ sectoral analysis of country GDP allows us to understand the paradigm shin now occurring
within most world economies. Growth patterns generally show a shift from agriculture to
manufacturing and ultimately to the service sector.
With all those problems, and the negative impact of government policies on the manufacturing
sector, MAN has officially declared that 30 percent of manufacturing industries, mostly small and
medium industries (Slvlls) in Nigeria have closed down; 60 percent ofthem are ailing, while just i0

, I' ' '6 '">0/ ~- .,('>.1 ~·o " h\l. lI '\l!SSla i -' .J;O . - ~ , --l---='."/U ._~~_!
~ce ---r77.3% i 20.7,-:-%_o t-I-:-~~\~----------.--~
LBr2:_:.z_:il ~1§4(;/O----- _""==~_-_+1-3-C-I.8-1~-'O-------___j------------~
I I tal)'....: -'-f_lLJ.'_ "_3_0/_0 ,-i=_,2_, f_% __l!_5_~_o. . _j

--- I Contribution of iCountry Contribution of Services Conn-ibution 'Xl
Sector in CDP I Industrial Sector in Agricultural SEctor in

I(estimated for 2007) i GDP GDP
1-----

20.6% 0.9%United States of 78.5%
American If-------

49.5% 11% 3China 39.5%
L}apan 73.3% 125.2% 1.5%-- __ -~-

! 28.4% 16.0';;' I

~a I 55%
nany 169.5% i 26.9% 0.9%

LUnited Kingdom ~-(l/ ! 23.6% 0.9%i /)_~?/0~ - r- -, I I "
.-.-./

Our economy is still a mono - product economy. In the year 2000, manufacturing's contribution to
GOP was 6%. By 2004, it was 4.8%, in 2007 only 6.5% and in 2008, it was again 4.8%. Compare
Nigeria's performance records with other countries as highlighted in table 4. This table is showing
the world's largest economies/top world economies.
Table J.: The World's Largest Economies/Top World Economies
The following table shows the percentage of GOP contributed by each sector In the top ten
economies of the world:

6. The government's proposed increment of VAT to 10 or 15 percent will lead to lower sales
figures, higher inventories and low profitability. VAT presently is 5 percent.

7. The unchecked activities of smugglers, and uncontrolled imports, dumping and under -
invoicing of imports, particularly from Asian countries.

8 The Central Bank of Nigeria's inability to enforce a very important aspect of its monetarv
policy that banks' lending profile to agriculture and manufacturing (the preferred or core
sectors of the economy) should be minima.

9. The recent restructuring and consolidation of the oanking sector (a less preferred sector) is
presently occupying the government's interest and attention. What needs urgent restructuring
and attention is the agricultural or manufacturing sector which naturally will carry along
commerce and services.

10. Inability of government to initiate action aimed at the design of new strategies for the
protection of local industries and increasing their international competitiveness. Government
has not helped our companies and the economy to take advantage of the following: The
Uruguay Round Agreement; African Growth Opportunity Act of :2.000 (AGOA); New
Partnership for African Development (NEPAD), Common External Tariff (CET), The African
Union (AU). among others.
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* There are a lot of fake products in this country. These fake and cheap products are helping to
kill our industries with the attendant high unemployment profile. Government and its
appropriate agencies should identify countries whose citizens export fake arid sub -srandard
products to Nigeria and their local collaborators, blacklist, and prosecute them. Government
must do everything possible to avoid a situation where Nigeria is a dumping ground for all
manners of goods.

* The various tiers of government must device a more civilized way of collecting genuine taxes
from industries. The prevalence of roadblocks manned by local government officials and the
police (and sometimes by unidentifiable touts or uniform men) for the purpose of collecting
both legal and illegal levies, taxes and bribes violently should stop. This action adversely
affects the free flow of manufactured goods within the country and the West African sub-region
and had led to a number of road accidents and deaths.

* The Federal government should also stop the arbitrary and unwarrantable ban on some raw
materials which adversely affect the; projection and production schedules of manufacturers
without adequate notice. Adequate notice ought to be given and alternative supply sources are
secured before bans are imposed. If this is not done, manufacturing companies in this country
will continue to have the problem of low operational capacity, high production costs and high
product prices which affects demand and international competition adversely.

* Manufacturers are of the view that the Bank for Industry(BI), set up to ameliorate the acute
shortage of funds for industry, has not performed creditably. Similar agencies in the South -
East Asia or Far East are heavens for industries. The Federal government should therefore

RECOMMENDATIONS
The manufacturing sector has been variously stated as the life wire of any economy. Thus, the need
to promote a dynamic manufacturing sector has continued to be a major concern of most
governments worldwide. The reasons for this can be attributed to the fact that an increase in
production creates prospects of a growing availability of local manufactured products, increased
employment, and greater efficiency and improved balanced of payment (MAN, 2003 :51). And of
course, econom ic cum technological development. Unfortunately, the Nigerian government is
reluctant and still lacks the capacity to formulate and/or execute formulated policies that will nudge
the manufacturing sector to the expected growth level. It is against this backdrop that we make the
following recommendations.
* Basic infrastructures are vital for the effective and efficient functioning of the economy. They

are also the primary dominant factors in competitiveness in both the domestic and global
markets. As a matter of priority and urgency therefore, concrete efforts must be made and
everything done, to provide adequate and efficient infrastructural support services.

* High level of insecurity of life and property in the country is inimical to the survival of
industries, additional investments by entrepreneurs and drive away foreign investors from the
country. Government and its agencies should ensure adequate security of life and property in
the country.

percent, notably, the multinationals are currently operating at sustainable level. For example, in last
few years, over 175 textile firms have closed down, with over 250,000 jobs lost.
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remove all bottlenecks that make this bank inefficient, or make its services inaccessible to
manufacturers.

* Due to the prevailing harsh economic conditions, indifference or ignorance, many
. manufacturing outfits (mostly the small scale ones) are not members of MAN, an important
trade association. They are encouraged to be members of MAN, while those inactive members
are advised to be active. Membership of MAN, has a number of benefits which include:
credibility as a manufacturer; access to business information; capacity building for members;
recognition by government; public policy advocacy; business linkages; drect intervention on
problems affecting members; consultancy/advisory services; and patronage of made -in -
Nigeria products, (MAN, 2008: 17).

* MAN should sharpen its public policy advocacy machinery to guarantee greater influence on
policies and matters that affect the industrial sector. MAN can also do this by encouraging its
members to contest elections into the National Assembly and lobby for other appointive posts
to influence government policies in its favour and for the benefit of OtT eco iorny.

* As a matter of economic priority, government should implement polic.es and programmes
aimed at increasing substantially the contribution of the manufacturing sector to GDP, This is
irrespective of the opinions and recommendations of IMF and World Dank protagonists of
government's zero involvement in business, These pclicies must include protectionism and all
other methods of discouraging dumping and The protection of local industries. The policies,
programmes and the various agencies should be harmonized and "Yell coordinated.

* it has been observed that a major factor if' the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of government's
policies and programmes on entrepreneurship development in Nigeria is inconsistency,
insincerity and corruption. As a result. such regulatory agencies as Standard Organization of
Nigeria (SON), Economic and financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), National Agency for
Food and Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC), Independent Corrupt Practices and
Related Offences Commission (rcPC) etc, should be adequately empowered and independent
by removing any administrative or legal bottlenecks which may hinder their effective operation.
Their employees should be adequately motivated to avoid corrupt tendencies.

>.' All research and technology oriented government agencies should be revitalized and given
adequate financial resources and administrative SUPp0l1 to actualize their mandate, in aid of
industrial development in this country. Efforts should be made to also commercialize their
research findings.

* The Uruguay Round Agreement and the growth of regional blocs have made it compelling for
African countries to speed up regional integration schemes. Additionally. in view of the high
propensity of government and its agencies to import rather than patronize domestic industries,
we agree with lvlA.N, in recommending the enactment ofrelevant Jaws in line with 'what obtains
in the United States ofAmerica and India on procurement to the effect that:
a. Where a domestic industry produces a commodity or services, government and its agencies

must procure their requirements locally even if the price of such products is 25% higher
than that of comparable import item, and

b. Where government or its agency fails to patronize the domestic industry, the affected
company or companies may seek redress and obtain compensation for this neglect.
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CONCLUSION
This article summarized the numerous policies put in place over the years to enhance industrial
development and competiveness in Nigeria. An appraisal of these policies was made. It has been
discovered that, though, as laudable as these policies have been, OL,r manufacturing firms are dying
and not competitive. A number of recommendations were made to help our manufacturing firms to
operate optimally and to increase their global competitiveness.

There is need for the nation's engineering infr.astructure to be established in order to facilitate
the local production of machinery and equipment which will strengthen the industrial growth
and development of the economy. Again, concrete efforts must be made towards encouraging
domestic innovations and inventions, as this will facilitate the reduction of franchise agreements
which preclude Nigerian manufacturers from exporting and massive gains in foreign exchange
(payments for franchise agreements). As is the case in Malaysia, India and China, there must be
deliberate policy on nationally acclaiming and rewarding any invention. These national honours
serve as motivation to inventors and surely will lead to economic, industrial and technological
break -throughs.

*

*

Part of the complaints of manufacturers in Nigeria is large inventories of unsold products, due
to low or declining ·purchasing power of Nigerians and poverty. Government's wage policy
should boost consumer purchasing power by paying a living wage to those in paid employment
through a package of economic reflection including the poverty alleviation programmes, that
must be seen to be implemented and not just Iip-service or radio or television propaganda.
Efforts should be made by governments in all tiers in concert with the private sector, to create
an enabling environment by constructing new industrial estates or districts. Most of the few
industrial estates in operation in Nigeria, were constructed during the colonial era and the
regional governments in the 1950s and early 1960s, specially for large -scale industries,
especially subsidiaries ofmultinationa!s in the country. The construction of industrial estates for
indigenous enterprises by state governments in conjunction with the private concerns will
111inimize the time project promoters use in looking for land and run -after Certificates of
Occupancy (C of 0), which usually lead to the diversion of bank loans meant for the
construction of factories. Clusters of firms in industrial estate will enhance efficiency, facilitate
grouping of firms into industrial or trade associations, promote inter -firms relationship to
enable them discuss new strategies. Cluster of firms will facilitate promotion of basic
infrastructures, such as energy, water, good road, network and technical and financial support
services to group of firms which will enable them exploit economies of scale in both the
domestic and export markets. Other examples of clustering firms in particular areas are the
Sinos Valley in Brazil, which has for the past 40 years been used as an Industrial estate by over
600 export - oriented shoe -rnaking firms and over 120 tanneries, and the Silicon Valiey in the
United States, a region of high tech enterprises, and a heaven for venture capitalists.

*
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